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T H E  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  G A L A T I A N S 
 
1) Authorship: There is virtually no opposition or disagreement that the claim of Pauline authorship (1:1) is indeed true. 
2) Destination: In order to propose provenance and date one must first find preference between two main theories of 

destination: The South Galatian Theory, and The North Galatian Theory. 
a. The South Galatian Theory Considerations 

Purportedly written to churches founded on Paul’s first missionary journey.  Theory proposed in the last two centuries. 
i. We have record of Paul’s travels and ‘church planting’ in the southern region, but not in the north. 

ii. References to the region of Galatia (Acts 16:6, 18:23) are best understood to mean “the territory through which 
Paul and his friends passed after leaving Lystra, the territory in which Iconium and Pisidian Antioch were 
situated.” (Bruce, BJRL, 52: 258) 

iii. The term “Galatians” would be the only word appropriate to use for the people living in the cities of Paul’s first 
missionary journey in the south – thereby also covering cities in the north though as well. 

iv. The northern part of the region would not be on the typical trade routes that often characterize Paul’s travels.  
It is mountainous and difficult to travel through, especially if one is sick (4:13), which would have also 
discouraged Paul’s opponents in following him. 

v. The mention of Barnabas (2:1, 9, 13), implies familiarity, and record of his joining Paul in establishing the 
South Galatian churches could exclude a northern destination.  However, 1 Corinthians 9:6 also mentions 
Barnabas, and yet we have no record of him ever being in Corinth.  Yet Peter too is mentioned (2:7-8), also with 
no record of ever traveling in the north. 

b. The North Galatian Theory Considerations 
Purportedly written to churches founded on Paul’s second or third missionary journeys.  Claimed to be the ancient viewpoint. 
i. “Galatia” is often meant to convey the region inhabited by the Gauls in the north. 

ii. “Galatians” (3:1) is much more specific and appropriate to use when referring to an ethnic group, most likely in 
the less hellenized region of the north. 

c. Gorman summarizes well that there is no consensus on this issue, yet there seems to be a scholarly preference for 
the North Galatian Theory.  However, he himself finds the evidence “slim and indefinite.” (Gorman, Apostle, 187)  
It’s important to remember that destination and date issues have little to any effect on actual interpretation of the 
letter. 

3) Date & Provenance: Depending on which destination theory one holds tends to determine whether one chooses an 
early (South Galatian Theory) or late (North Galatian Theory) dating of the letter. 
a. A destination to the south could place the dating of the letter in 49-51, possibly before the Jerusalem Council (Acts 

15), given no clear reference to the council in the letter; though some consider 2:1-10 to be Paul’s referring to the 
council.  In this date range it could have been written from numerous locations. 

b. A destination to the north could place the dating of the letter in 53-57, after the council, and during Paul’s third 
missionary journey, which would put it coming from possibly either Ephesus or Macedonia. 

4) The Occasion & Purpose: It is well agreed that the letter finds its genesis in one issue: “whether circumcision is 
necessary for Gentile believers in the gospel.” (Gorman, 183) (5:6)  We know that Paul and Barnabas brought the gospel 
to the southern parts of the province of Galatia (Acts 13-14), proclaiming justification through faith in Christ (2:17).  
We also know that they came in conflict with local Jews who repeatedly drove them from their respective cities.  
Apparently, after Paul and Barnabas left the region and returned to Antioch other Jewish Christians also came through 
the same region advocating the necessity of observing Torah covenantal practices – specifically circumcision – in order 
to be counted as true believers.  (rf. Acts 15:1)  Paul forcefully proclaims this to be a false gospel (1:6-7), and with 
passion, anger and concern, Paul sets out to make sure that the Galatians understand in no uncertain terms that 
covenantal relationship with God is now found only through Christ!  There is freedom in Christ (2:4, 5:1, 5:13) and 
they are justified by faith (3:8, 24). 

5) Special Issues:  
a. It is recommended to engage how Galatians relates to Romans in Paul’s relationship between the law and the gospel. 
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